Dear Student
ELECTRONIC ASSIGNMENT SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS
IOL is proud to announce that the realization of the institution’s shift to a fully-fledged
digitalized education institution where all the current student support services are offered
through digital platforms is at an advanced stage.
The next step in this process is the digitalization of all School Based Studies (SBS)
components: the lesson preparation, lesson presentation and the SBS assignment.
The online submissions of SBS will be a much greener solution which will reduce printing
costs as well as transport or courier fees for you as student. The marked SBS sections will
be available on the portal after the results has been released and students will thus be able
to see where improvement is needed for the next SBS Phase.
IOL will start with the online submission of the SBS assignment as from the second
semester of 2022. All SBS assignments may only be submitted online.
The SBS assignment must be submitted through the IOL Student Portal, under the
corresponding SBS Phase before or on the due date and time. The table below outlines
the due dates for the second semester SBS assignment submission. Please note that
no assignments will be accepted after 16h30 on the specific due date for the specific
qualification:

Under no circumstances will scanned or hand-written SBS assignments be accepted.
You will only be able to start downloading the SBS assignment a week before the SBS
will commence as most questions in the SBS assignment require observation in the
classroom setup. Thus, the SBS assignment will be available for download as from 1 August
2022 which is when the system will allow you to start downloading and uploading your
SBS assignment. Please note that the system will accept your last upload as your final
submission.
All SBS assignments are available on the student portal for download, you are required to
complete the assignment answers in the spaces provided. The completed SBS assignment
should then be uploaded onto the student portal in MS Word format. Please ensure that
the document you submit is the original MS Word.docx that was downloaded from the
student portal and DO NOT RENAME THE FILE.
Students must ensure that the answered script is uploaded by viewing the file size of the
document. The document size must be bigger than the assignment that was downloaded
from the portal. DO NOT UPLOAD THE UNANSWERED SBS ASSIGNMENT THAT WAS
ORIGINALLY DOWNLOADED.
SBS ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET
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It will not be required to print or attach an SBS assignment cover sheet. The cover sheets
will be created and attached to the uploaded SBS assignment before it is sent for marking.

Students must ensure that the correct SBS phase is selected on the study material tree
and that the assignments have the original filename.
Note that an SBS assignment with wrong filenames and assignments loaded under the
wrong subjects or SBS phase will not be marked.
SBS ASSIGNMENT FILENAMES
NB: Before uploading the SBS assignment, ensure that it still has the original filename it
had when it was downloaded.
The filename should consist of the following three (3) parts with a .docx file extension, as
per original download: Study material file code {one Space} Student Code {One space}
Special Number {.docx}
Valid filename example: “SBS12T ASS 2022 ABCD1234CX 12345678.docx”
VERY IMPORTANT

🕐
🕑
🕒
🕓
🕔

Please ensure that the correct subject and phase is selected before uploading the
assignment. If the assignment is linked to the wrong subject, it will go to the wrong
tutor and will be rejected.
Do compress the images in the SBS assignment if there are images in this
assignment.
Do monitor the status of the uploaded assignments for any errors. See ASSIGNMENT
STATUS section below.
Do not upload any other files except the completed assignment MS Word document.
Only the last uploaded file on each subject will be considered.
Do not rename the original downloaded assignment file.

ACADEMIC HONESTY AND INTEGRITY AND ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT
All students must familiarize themselves with the rules and regulations regarding IOL
assignments and all students are to adhere to the rules and regulations at all times.
Academic honesty means demonstrating and upholding the highest integrity by not
creating an unfair academic advantage for yourself or an unfair academic advantage or
disadvantage for anyone else. In short, it means doing your own work, not cheating, and
not presenting the work of others as your own.
Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to:

🕐
🕑
🕒
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Copying from another student or collaborating with another student and then
submitting the assignment as your own work.
Allowing someone else to do the assignment for you and submitting it under your
name.
Copying from published and unpublished articles, web pages etc., rewriting
someone’s work or using the ideas, words or work of someone else as if it is your
own work.

🕓

Receiving any outside assistance in any shape or form.

All forms of academic dishonesty are viewed as misconduct under the institution’s rules
and regulations, and any irregularities will be evaluated by the Disciplinary Committee
which may result in a student being suspended for one (1) year.

A STEP BY STEP GUIDE ON HOW TO UPLOAD Y
OUR ASSIGNMENTS ON THE STUDENT PORTAL

Student Portal v2.4.30.2
Electronic Assignment Submission

INTRODUCTION
This guide will explain the process of downloading an electronic assignment, uploading the
completed assignments, and viewing the converted assignment that has been merged with
a cover sheet and converted to a pdf file.
ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEETS
You do not need to print or attach assignment cover sheets. The cover sheets will be
created and attached to your uploaded assignments for you. Take care to select the
correct subject on the study material tree and ensure that your assignment has the original
filename. You can now also download and view your converted assignments where the
cover sheet has been attached for you.
ASSIGNMENT FILENAMES
Before you upload your assignment, ensure that it still has the original filename that it had
when you downloaded it.
Your filename should consist of the following four parts: The assignment file code {one
Space} Student number {One space} Special Number and a “.docx” file extension.
Valid filenames will be similar to: “LSM32 Assignment 2022 ABCD1234CX 15474651.docx”
Invalid filename examples, where files have been renamed include: “LSM32 Assignment
2022 ABCD1234CX.docx”, “my assignment.docx, “, “ABCD0012CX’s Assignment for DES
- DES-LS12 (2).docx”, “LSM32 Assignment 2022 ABCD1234CX 15474651.docx.pptx.docx”,
“English Com B Module 2 ANSWER (POL-BEB 2014 -2020).docx”
PLEASE NOTE

🕐
🕑
🕒
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Take care to select the correct subject before you upload your assignment. If you
link your assignment to the wrong subject, it will go to the wrong tutor and will be
rejected.
Compress the images in your assignment if you have images in your assignment. See
HOW TO COMPRESS DOCUMENT IMAGES section below.
Monitor the status of your uploaded assignments for any errors. See ASSIGNMENT
STATUS section below.

🕓
🕔
🕕

Download and check your converted assignment in the status section before the
assignment due date to ensure that you have uploaded a valid assignment file and
that it is not corrupted.
Do not upload any other files except the completed assignment word document.
Only the last uploaded file on each subject will be considered. Your assignment will
be overwritten if you upload another file on the same subject.
Do not rename your original downloaded assignment file.

MY STUDIES

🕐
🕑

🕒
🕓
🕔
🕕
🕖
🕗

Log into the student portal
Click on My Studies

You can use the search option to filter your assignments before you upload as shown
below.
Search for the word “Upload” to see all assignments that have been uploaded and
assignments that need to be uploaded.
Search for the phrase “Ready-for-Upload” to also see assignments that have not
been uploaded yet. (See image below)
Search for the word “Converted” to see which converted assignments can be viewed
or downloaded.
Search for the word “Status” to only see the status of uploaded assignments.
Search for the subject code to see anything associated with that subject.

The screen above shows the search box that can be used to filter specific items in the
study material tree. You can also refresh the list of items at any stage by pressing the
“Filter” button. For example: When you are waiting for your uploaded assignments to be
converted, you can periodically press the “Filter” button to reload the selection and refresh
the screen.
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DOWNLOAD AN ELECTRONIC ASSIGNMENT

Locate the assignment using the search box or navigate to “Assignments” under the
subject. Click on the assignment file. Note that the electronic assignments have the MS
word Icon (White “W” with blue background.).

You will then be prompted to confirm the download action. Verify that the correct
assignment is shown, then press the “Yes” button.
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Save your file to a separate folder to keep all your assignments for the year organised.
Keep the original filename. If your browser does not ask you where to save files and you
would like it to, then see the section: “Configure your browser to prompt for save location”
far below.
Tip: Take care not to select any existing files in a folder when changing folders. If you click
on an existing file while saving, then your downloaded file will be renamed to the file that
you selected. If you get a warning about replacing or overwriting an existing file when you
are downloading for the first time, then cancel the download and start over, because you
may have accidentally selected an existing file. Create new sub-folders for each assignment
if you tend to have this problem often.

Complete your assignment. Use the boxes provided in the assignment template to capture
your answers, as shown above.
UPLOAD COMPLETED ELECTRONIC ASSIGNMENT
Return to the assignment tree under “My Studies” on the student portal. Drill down to the
course, then package, then subject. Within the subject you will see a section for Uploaded
Completed Assignment in the tree, under the section you notice the assignment to be
upload. Click on it.
Tip: Use the search study material option to filter the tree to a specific subject as shown
below.
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Note: Upload your completed assignments a few days before the cut-off date. This gives
you enough time to download your converted assignments and address any issues or
mistakes. The servers tend to get busy during the last few hours before the cut-off time.
You may experience delays in processing your assignment and converting the assignment
for download if you wait till the last hour before uploading.

Note the name under the “Upload Completed Assignment” node E.g...” LSM32 Assignment
2022 [DPP-LSM32] (Ready-for-upload)”. The subject code has been included in [ ], and
the status is shown in ( ).
If this is not the first time that you are uploading this assignment, then the status in
round buckets () may differ from the words “Ready-for-Upload”. It may say “Converted”,
“Corrupted” or some other status. You can still upload if the expiry date and time has not
elapsed. (See section on statuses far below.)
If everything looks correct: Click on the assignment to upload as indicated in the image
above.

The window above will open for you to select the file that you want to upload. Confirm that
you have selected the correct assignment. The file code, assignment number and subject
code are shown on the screen so that you can ensure that you have selected correctly.
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If everything looks correct: Click on “Choose File” button to select your file.

Your browser will allow you to navigate your local drive. Select the completed assignment
for the chosen subject, click on the “Open” button to select the file. (The screen above may
differ slightly for your browser.)
Note: Ensure that you still have the original filename, as it was when you downloaded the
assignment.

After you have completed the file selection process, you will return to the window shown
above. Your selected file will be shown. Confirm that the subject matches the expected
assignment shown on the screen. If you have the correct file, click the “Submit” button and
wait for it to finish processing the upload.
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You may notice the loading wheel while the upload operation completes.

The screen above will be shown after successfully submitting the assignment. Press the
“OK” button to continue.
Note: If you do not see this screen, then something may have gone wrong. You should
upload your assignment again.

After the assignment upload has been completed you can immediately refresh the screen
by pressing the “Filter” button shown in the screen above or by pressing the “F5” function
key on your keyboard.
Go to the “_Status of Uploaded Assignments” section. You can filter on the words
“Uploaded Assignments” to only show this section of the study material tree.
The subject status that is shown as red text inside brackets () will change to “Upload” to
indicate that a file was uploaded.
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After a few minutes have elapsed the subject status will change again to “Converted” as
shown above. Also note that a pdf icon will be shown to the left of the assignment file in
the “_Status of Uploaded Assignments” section.
You can now click on the assignment name to download the converted assignment.

The window above will be displayed to confirm that you want to download the assignment
that has been converted to a pdf file. Press the “Yes” button to confirm that you want to
download the file.
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You will be prompted for a location if your browser has been configured to ask where to
save downloads. If your browser does not ask you where to save file, and you would like it
to, then see the section: “Configure your browser to prompt for save location” far below.

If you are using a chrome browser, then the downloaded pdf assignment file will also be
shown in the bottom left corner of your browser.
You can select the file then open it in your browser or desktop pdf viewer.
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You can now view your converted assignment. Your first page should have been replaced
by a cover page as shown above.

🕐
🕑
🕒
🕓
🕔

Verify that your student number and personal details are correct.
Verify that your course, subject, and assignment numbers are correct.
Verify that all the pages from your word document are legible and that the content is
correct.
Verify that all your answers are filled in the answer boxes below each of the
questions.
Verify that any images, graphs, or annotations are shown correctly.

If anything does not match your original word document, then you should reformat your
word document assignment and upload it again.
Tip: You can use the save as pdf option in your Microsoft Word editor to test pdf
conversion on your local computer and correct any formatting issues before uploading the
modified word file to the student portal.
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The image above shows extracts from a converted assignment. Note the header page,
page numbers and answer text for each of your answers should all be included in the
converted file.
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ASSIGNMENT STATUS
You can monitor your uploaded assignments to see what stage of processing it is on.
Navigate to the section of the study material tree called “_Status of Uploaded
Assignments” that can be found after all the packages and subjects, as shown below.
To go directly to the “_Status of Uploaded Assignments” section. You can filter on the
words “Uploaded Assignments” to only show this section of the study material tree.
The subject status is shown as red text inside brackets ().
The status will indicate the status of the assignment.
Note: You will need to refresh the page by pressing the “Filter” button or selecting “My
Studies” again or by pressing the “F5” key on your keyboard to see the updated statuses.
If you have uploaded the same assignment more than once, then the revision number
will be shown after the upload status. E.g., “(Uploaded Rev:03)” means you have already
uploaded that assignment 3 times.

The screen above shows: The MATH11 assignment has just been uploaded and is being
converted. The Math12 assignment has already been converted and can be downloaded.
The NSHE11 assignment is ready for its first upload

The screen above shows: The MATH11 assignment has just been uploaded and is still being
converted. The MATH12 assignment has already been converted and can be downloaded.
The NSHE11 has been uploaded 2x (Note Rev 02) and conversion has not started on the
last upload yet.
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Possible statuses are shown below:
Normal Upload and Download statuses
Ready-for-Upload

= You have not uploaded anything yet.

Uploaded

= Assignment has been uploaded, but not converted yet.

Convertingxx

= Uploaded assignment is being converted to pdf.
(xx is a number 01 to 09)

Converted

= Uploaded assignment has been converted to pdf.
You can download it.

Closed-for-Uploads

= Outside the assignment submission period start and end dates.

Error statuses
No-File-Data

= The uploaded file is empty. Fix and upload again.

Infected

= Your assignment is infected with a virus. Fix and upload again.

Corrupted

= Your assignment file is corrupted and unreadable.
Fix and upload again.

Plagiarism-Fail

= Your assignment failed the plagiarism check.

Does-Not-Qualify

= You do not qualify to submit this assignment.

Invalid-Filename

= The file you uploaded does not match the original assignment file.

Wrong-Subject

= You linked your assignment to the wrong subject and
overwrote it.

SubjectCompleted

= The subject has already been completed or Recognised.

Marking processes statuses
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Ready-for-Batching

= Assignments have been finalised after cut-off date.

Batched

= Assignment has been included in a batch for marking.

Ready-for-Marking

= Assignment has been allocated to tutor for marking.

Marking

= Waiting for tutor to complete marking.

Marked

= Assignment has been marked.

TutorScanned

= Marked assignment has been scanned.

Marking-Verified

= Marked assignment has been verified by IOL

Return marked assignment statuses
Download-IOL

= Marked assignment has been downloaded by IOL for
return via email.

Ready-for-Download

= Marked Assignment has been released back to the student.

Downloaded-Marked

= Marked assignment has been downloaded by the student.

Internal error statuses
MarkedCorruption

= An issue was found with the marked assignment file. (Internal)

NoCoverSheet

= Assignment cover sheet could not be generated. (Internal)

CheckCifCode

= Verify student identity. (Internal)

POSSIBLE ERRORS AND WARNINGS
This section shows some of the common errors that you may encounter while uploading
your assignment. Recommended actions are included in case the error is not selfexplanatory.

If your assignment file name differs from the original name that you downloaded; you will
get the error above. Do not rename your assignment files.

If you try to upload an empty file, then you will receive the error above. You should correct
any issues with the last assignment file for the relevant subject and upload it again
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If you have already uploaded the assignment, you will receive the warning message
above. If you did not expect to see this warning because this is your first upload of this
assignment, then press the “Cancel” button and make sure that you have selected the
correct subject on the study material tree.
Note: The message above is just a warning, and not an error.

If you try to upload an electronic assignment document that is too big, an error message
similar to the screen above will appear. You should correct the issue by reducing your file
size and upload it again. Do not embed any other files in your assignment document. Cut
and paste the content from other supporting documents. Also see the section: “How to
compress document images” at the end of this document.

If you try uploading the electronic assignment document with a name that is more than
100 characters long, then the error screen above will appear. Ensure that your assignment
has the original file name. You could download the assignment again to a separate folder if
you lost the original filename somehow and need to know what it was.
Note: Do not get your files mixed up. Ensure that you upload the completed assignment.

If you try uploading the electronic assignment document and you do not choose a file
before pressing the “Submit button “, then you will receive the error above. Also see the file
selection process shown in the screen below.
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When you press the “Choose File” button and select a file, then the file name will appear in
the box where the red arrow is pointing in the screen above. The text “No file chosen” will
be replaced with your filename.

If you are trying to download a converted pdf assignment and no uploads have been
converted yet or the last upload is being converted, then you will receive the warning
message above.
Note: The last converted assignment is removed as soon as you upload a newer version of
the assignment for the same subject. The download of converted file feature will not be
available until the new file has been converted.

You may see this warning when trying to download a converted assignment. A converted
file cannot be downloaded, because the last assignment that you uploaded could not
be converted. You should correct any issues with the last assignment file for the relevant
subject and upload it again.
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You may see this warning when trying to download a converted assignment. A converted
file cannot be downloaded, because the last assignment that you uploaded could not be
converted. The file that you uploaded was empty. You should correct any issues with the
last assignment file for the relevant subject and upload it again.

You may see this warning when trying to download a converted assignment. A converted
file cannot be downloaded, because the subject that you are trying to download has
already been completed or recognised by IOL. Contact IOL if you have any questions
about the subject’s status.

If you try to upload an electronic assignment and if you do not meet the minimum
requirements for submitting an assignment for this subject, then you will receive the error
above. Contact IOL if you have any questions about the prerequisites for this subject.
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If you try uploading the electronic assignment document and the assignment upload
period is closed, then you will receive the error above. Wait for the official assignment
upload period to start before you attempt to upload assignments. You may have to refresh
the page to see the updated status on each of the subjects. Ensure that your assignments
are all uploaded a day or more before the official cut-off date for assignments. This gives
you time to re-upload if any of your files are corrupted or have issues.
HOW TO COMPRESS DOCUMENT IMAGES

🕐

🕑
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Select one of the images in the document, then select “Compress Pictures” from the
“Format” tab. As shown below.

Uncheck “Apply only to this picture” to compress all the pictures in the document as
shown below.

🕒

🕓

Select 150 ppi or 96 ppi. (96 ppi will produce a smaller file with lower image quality.)

Select ok then save your document as a different name if you want to keep the
original document.

-End of document. -
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